Older children and professionals usually play with this size ball.
This is scored by getting the ball in the net.
Brazilian soccer star
A player shown a red card must __ the game immediately.
When performing this type of tackle you must be going for the ball.
Uruguay won the first Cup, __ won the latest in 2002.
Goal kicks and __ kicks are ways the ball is put back into play.
A __ free kick can go into the goal without touching another player.
No more than this many players can be on the field for one team.
The only player on the field who can touch the ball with his hands.
Professional soccer games last __ minutes.
The first World Cup was hosted in Uruguay in 19__.
This color card is a warning.
Famous English soccer star, David __.
How the game is begun.
Star of the 1999 Women's World Cup.
The __ rule is often the hardest rule to learn.
Each soccer game is controlled by this one person.
How many teams currently compete in the World Cup.
If the ball goes out of bounds on a sideline a __ __ is awarded.
Another name for a fullback.
In the US it's called soccer, to the rest of the world it's __.
After sudden death, a tied game goes into a __ __
FIFA: __ Internationale de Futball Association.
Another name for a halfback.
The goalie may only pick up the ball in this area of the field.
These must be worn to protect the lower leg from stray kicks.
Thousands of children play soccer every year in __ leagues.

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

____ ___ ___
__ ___ ___
__ __ __ __ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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